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1. The resources align with Utah Core Standards.  
   [https://www.schools.utah.gov/curr/utahcorestandards](https://www.schools.utah.gov/curr/utahcorestandards)

2. The resources comply with Utah Code and MSD Policy.

3. The content is age appropriate.

4. The textbook (or source of primary curriculum) has received department/grade level,  
   administrative (including the School Community Council) and MSD Board approval.

5. Footnotes and electronic links have been checked to make sure they do not lead to  
   information that does not align with this policy.

6. The resources do not contain content that promotes a personal, commercial, or political  
   agenda/bias.

7. The resources do not promote or endorse that a student should be discriminated  
   against or receive adverse treatment because of the student’s sex, race, religion, sexual  
   orientation, or gender identity.

8. The resources do not promote or endorse that a student bears responsibility for the  
   past actions of individuals.

9. The resources do not promote or endorse that any student is inherently superior or  
   inferior.

10. The resources do not promote or endorse that a student’s sex, race, religion, sexual  
    orientation, or gender determines the content of the student’s character including the  
    student’s values, morals, or personal ethics.

11. Where applicable, the resources promote and endorse the U.S. Constitution and the  
    principles of a constitutional republic.

12. The resources do not promote or endorse one ideology over another regarding a topic.

13. The resources appropriately consider and protect educator and student privacy and do  
    not require the sharing of personal information.